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1. INTRODUCTION 
An extra-specral p-subgroup P of the finite group G is called large, rf P 
IS the generalized Fitting subgroup of C&Z(P)>. This is equivalent to P - 
O,(CG(E(P))) and Co(P) C P. Groups with large extra-special 2-subgroups 
warrant particular attention, since this family includes most of the %poradic” 
simple groups as well as certain Chevelley groups over fields of evencharacteristic. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove an “indecomposability” theorem for the 
large extra-special 2-subgroup E of the finite group G and to extend a recent 
result of Aschbacher [l] on finite groups wrth large extra-special 2-subgroups. 
In each of the Propositions I .l, 1.2, and 1 3, we assume the following hypothesis. 
(a) The finite group G possesses a large extra-special 2-subgroup E. We let x 
denote the generator of Z(E) and we set M = Co(z). 
Our first result IS technical in nature and finds apphcatron in the proofs of 
both 1.2 and 1.3. 
1 .l. Rssume the width of E is at least 2, .z~ n E = (a), but zG n M $ (z). 
Then both of the following hold. 
(a) /Iltere xzsts g E- G&T such that .zq E M-E and E f~ EQ # 1. 
(b) Ifx=zgEM-EforsomegEGsuchthatEnE~#l,thenEzsa 
central product of PI , Pz , and V, where x centrakes V, P, zs a quaternmn group, 
and PI” = Pz . Moreover, E n IT9 C [E, x], and so the order of E n Es is at 
most 4. 
The following explains the decomposabihty of E, when acted upon by M. 
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1.2. Assume EC G’ and E is a central product of subgroups A and B, both 
of whzch are normal zn M Then one of the following holds. 
(a) zG n M = {sz>. 
(b) E = A or E = B 
(c) Both A and B are quaternzongroups, andconsequently, thewzdth of E zs 2 
Our next result extends the mam theorem of [I] and IS dependent on the 
work there 
1.3. Assume the width of E zs at least 2, O(G) = 1, and zG n E = (z). 
Then one of the followmg holds 
(a) x E Z(G). 
(b) F*(G) s u,(2), th e m-dzmenszonal unztary group over GF(2) or L,(3) 
(c) F*(G) g Co, , the second Conway simple group. 
Once we have shown z E O,(CG(e)), for all e E E-l, Proposition 1.3 follows 
immedrately from Aschbacher’s Theorem [I] Our last result is crucial for this. 
We emphasize that the hypothesis (a) is not assumed for it. 
1.4. Let x be an involutaon i the finzte group G wzth O(G) = 1. Set M = 
C,(x) and U = (xc). Assume the following 
(1) M has a normal extra-special 2-subgroup F whose width zs at least 2. 
(2) If E = FCo(F), then E _C M and E/(z) is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
(3) .zGnlW~EandzGnF ={z) 
Then either 
(a) x E O,(G) or 
(b) U/Z(U) E Jz , the Hall-Janko simple group of order 604, 800, 
Z(U) C U’, and j Z(U)/ = 2. If K = C,(x), then O,(K) = F x Z(U), K/F= 
SL(2, 5), and F is a central product of a dihedral group of order 8 and a quaternzon 
group. 
Our notation IS that of [4] and mcludes 
Z” 
IIs: 
a cychc group of order n; 
a dihedral group of order 8; 
QSY a quatermon group; 
XY = {xY: y E Y>; 
X * Y, the central product of X and Y; 
w(X), the width of the extra-specral group X; 
a-x , b a = b” for some x E X, i.e., a E bK. 
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Finally, for the remainder of the paper, excluding Section 5, we shall mamtain 
the following notation 
G denotes a group satrsfying (ol), and we set n = w(E) 
2. Sam PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1 Suppose, for some g E G, zg E E - (z,. If W = (x, xg>, then NF(W),i 
CG( W) g Aut( W) and W _C Es. 
Proof This is well known and follows, because W = &(2(T)) for a Syfow 
2-subgroup T of C,(zQ) and E $ T. 
2.2. Assume w(E) > 2 and, for some g E 6, x = .zo E -M-E. Then j[.E, ~11 > 8. 
Proof. If \[E, x]j < 4, then [6, Theorem 21 Implies x 4 G’. As x E E’, this 
is rmpossrble, givmg us 2 2. 
2.3 Let F be an extra-special 2-subgroup and let k be an element of order 4 zn 
Aut(F). Assume C,(k) = CF(3c), where x = k2 Then [F, x] _C Z(F) 
Proof This is proven m [7, 3.11 
2.4 Let F, k, and x be as in 2 3. If X = C,(x), then X = Z(X)Y, where 
Z(X) s %4, Y is extra-special, and w(Y) = w(F) - 1. 
Proof By 2 3, 1 F : X / = 2, and so X = Z(X)Y with Y satlsfymg 2.4. 
It remains to show Z(X) 1s cyclic. Let 2 = C,(Y) and assume Z(X) 1s a 4-group. 
Then 2 g P, and k normalizes the two distinct Csubgroups of Z This ImplIes 
that x centralizes 2, a contradiction. 
2 5. Let x be an involutaon in Aut(F), where F is an extra-speczal 2-subgroup. 
ThenF=D*C*B,whePe 
(a) either D = 1 or D = DI * * . *D, and each II, is an x-anvariant 
nonabelzan group of order 8 on which x acts as an ozlter automorphism, 
(b) either C=l or C=C~*C?*...*CCes-l*Czs, Czsgs, afid 
C&, = c,, , i = 1 ,..., s, 
(c) either B = 1 m B as extra-speczal and [B, x] C Z(F), moreover, af 
D # 1, we can assume [B, x] = 1. 
Proof By [7, 2.41, we obtain the decompsltlon F = D ;k C * B jV+e need 
only show that, m case D f 1, we can assume x centralizes B So assume B = 
<b, C,(x)>, where bx = bx and <x) = Z(F). Set A = D, *B Now we can 
find d E D, such that d” = dx Then x centralizes B, = (bd, C,(x)), an extra- 
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special group, and w(I3,) = w(B). Set A1 = C,(B,). Then A, is an x-invariant 
nonabelian group of order 8. As Q C A, x must act as an outer automorphism 
on AI, and on replacmg D, by A, and B by B, , we obtain 2.5. 
The decomposition of 2.5 will be called the x-~eco~~~~~~~n of F. 
3. THE PROOF OF 1.1 
In thus section G denotes a group satrsfying (a) and the hypotheses of 1.1. 
3 1. Suppose En Eg = 1 for each g E G such that xg E M-(z). Then z E 
Z(CG(t)~O(CG(t))) joy each t # 1 in E 
Proof This follows from our hypothesis and Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [3]. 
3.2. Assume the h~pot~s~ of 3.1. IjE x=xgeM-(x), thert J=EnMgis 
elementary abelian. Set K = Es n M Then K = Eg n C(j) for each] + 1 in J. 
Proof Smce [J, .Kj C E n E@ = 1, we can apply 2.3 to con&de that J IS 
elementary Now 3.2 follows Immediately from 3.1. 
Proof. Assume this is false. Then for some g E G, x = .sg satisfies 3.2 Since 
w(E) 2 2, there is k E K - (x}, such that z N xk in Eg By 3.2, C&zk) = J. 
Since k 4 zG, k 4 (xk)“. Using 2 5, we see / J j = 2”f1, recalling n = ZO(E). 
Srmilarly, j K 1 = 2fl3-L. Choose L C E such that L/J 1s a chief factor of EK. 
Then L = (e, J>, for some mvoIutron e EL-J. Since CKfe) = 1, we conclude 
g == eJ This rmphes L IS abehan, a contradictron, as J = G’,(J). This proves 
3.3 
For the remainder of the section let x = xg E 2%E with E n Eg $; 1. Let 
E = D * C * B be the x-decompositron of E and set J = C,,(x). Then 
XJ c XE u (X2y 
34 WehaweD=landJ=[E,x]. 
Proof. If II # 1, then x centrakes B and J = S2,(Z(E n Mg)). Also x wB xx, 
and so xJ C xE The hypothesis of 1.1 impbes J n Eg = 1. Since E n Eg # 1 
and E n Eg (3 E n JO, we have a contradrction. Thus shows D = 1, and 3.4 
follows at once. 
35. Wehave JnEg# 1. 
PPOO$ Assume otherwise The ~~rnent of 3.4 then shows J # 
QI(Z(E n Ii@)) and so B $E lk?. This means B = (Y, s} * A, where x centralizes 
s and A and P = TX. Since J = .la,(Z(JA)) and JA n Es 4 JA, we see 
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JA A Eg = 1. Consequently, the order of E n Es is 2. Let (8) = E n Es. 
Since w(C) 3 2, we can find c E Cc(t)-MQ. Then xc = y $x(,z:). Smce xy E 
E-(x), y + yx in EQ. Let EQ = Dl * C, * B, be the y-decompositron of EQ. 
Then D, = 1 and y centralizes B, . NowtEE@Candso[B,,t]CB,nEQC=I. 
Thus, t E Jr, where we have set Jr = C, n Mgc. Since yxt lies m E-(z), 
yxt $ycl Therefore, y w yt in C, . But t - yt m EQ”, givmg us a contradrction 
and proving 3.5. 
3.6. We have E n EQ C J and x centralizes B. 
Proof. By 3.5, we can find t # 1 in J n EQ. Since xt - t in EQ, x + xt III E. 
Thus Implies xz - xt m C, and consequently, x + xx in B. Thus, x centralizes 
B.SinceBnEQqB,weconcludeBnEQ= l.Then[B,EnEg]CBnEQ = 
l,andsoEnEgCJ=C,,(B). 
3.7. We have w(C) = 2. 
Proof. Suppose w(C) > 2 and let t # 1 be chosen in E n EQ. Then we can 
find c E C,(t)-M@ such that xc = y and xy .$ (t, x). Now arguing as in 3.5 
gives us the same contradrction, proving 3.7. 
Now 1 1 is a consequence of 3 3, 3.5, and 3.6. 
4. THE PROOF OF 1.2 
In this section G denotes a group satisfymg the hypothesis of 1.2. We assume 
by way of contradiction that G does not sat&y the conclusron of 1.2. Theorem 3 
of [6] then implies both w(A) and w(B) are at least 2 (clearly, A and B are extra- 
special, as 1.2(b) falls by assumption). We set p = w(A) and 4 = w(B) so 
thatn=w(E)=p+q. 
4.1. IfI for some g E G, x = xQ E A-(x), then w(A) > w(B), BQ n A = (,zQ>, 
and ,zG A B = (z>. 
Proof. By 2.1, we can assume g E A&(W), where W = (x, x). Consequently, 
xEAgandBg_CM.SmceBgnB~Bgandx&B,weconcludeB8nB=l~ 
Smce 3 C MQ, we see [B, I?@] = 1. Now, for some a E: A, ti = dcx, and so 
[B, B@J = [Bg, Bg”] = 1. Then X = BQBQa = B@ x Bga. Also (B@ n A)” C 
BQa n (BQ n A)(x) C BQa n B’(x) = (xz), and so Bg n A = (x&a z (x,. 
Now [X, a] = (x} x C, where C g B, and rt follows that w(A) > w(B) If, 
m addition, lt were true that .zG n B $ <x>, then our argument yields w(B) > 
w(A) > w(B), an absurdity. Thus completes the proof of 4.1. 
In Lemmas 4 2-4.11, we asume ,zG n A $ <x> If, for some g E G, xv E A-(x), 
then the proof of 4 1 shows us [B, BQ] = 1. 
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4 2 Supposes fog some g E G, B@ C M. Then x@ f A and x e A@. 
Proof. Set x = xQ. Then x Ff: B and so B n BQ = 1. Therefore, [C’s(x), BQ] = 
1, and 2 4 easily implies x centralizes B. If x $ E, the same argument imphes x 
centrahzes E, an impossibrlity. Thus, x E CE(B) = A, provmg 4.2. 
As an nnmedrate consequence, we get 
43. xGn C,(B) = 2FnA. 
Proof. Assume x = zQ E E-A, for someg E G. By 4.1, x 6 B, and so C,(x) = 
C,(x) G(4<~~), h w ere a E A-C,(x) and b E B-C,(x) Then [n, ab] = x for 
D $ (x) and z, E Z(C,(x)) U Z(C,(x)). S ince x 6 A@ u BQ, we conclude C,(x) n 
BQ = 1. Smce [M n Bg, C,(x)] = 1 and since, by 4.3, x 4 CG(B@), we can 
apply 2 4 to conclude X = M n Bg = Z(X)Y, where Z(X) r Z* and w( Y} = 
q-1, But [C,(x),X]cCnX=l, for C=A and C=B As an easy 
consequence of 2.4, we have x centralizes both A and B, a contradrctron 
4.5. Suppase g E G and [B, x] C (x}, where x = xQ. Thm x E A. 
Proof. By 4 3, we can assume [B, X] = (z). Set X = C,(x) = Z(X)Y 
with Y extra-specral of width q - 1. By 4 4, we can assume x $ Es. Then 
Z(X) n C = 1 for C = AQ or BQ. It follows [C,(x), XJ = 1, and applymg 2.4, 
we conclude T = C’,(z) = Z( T)U, where w(U) = w(C) - 1 and Z(T) is 
cychc. Smce [C,(x), T] = 1, we use 2 4 to see x centrahzes B As x $ A, we have 
a contradrction which proves 4.5. 
We now set W = (zG n A). 
4.6. We have f;7/’ # 1. 
Proof. Assume w’ = 1. Let x = ,zQ E W, g E GM. Then BQ C M and 
BgnA =(x).LethEM ThenxhEW’CR,andso[BQ,xh]CBQnA =(x>. 
By 4 5, x” E A@. Thus, [BQ, B@&] C <x) _C E. Thus rmphes ((Bg)N)E/E is abehan. 
Consequently, B* C O,(M) = E and x E E’ = {x}, a contradiction. 
4 7. Suppose x, y E zG n A, x # y, and [x, y] = 1. Then xy E zG. 
Pmof. If x = z thus 1s clear. Suppose x = zQ, g GM and y # 2;. Then 
[BQ, y] C (x), and by 4 5, y E AQ. Thus, xy wy m AQ, proving 4.7. 
As an rmmedrate consequence of 4.7, we have 
4 8. There exist u, v E .zG n A such that U = <u, v> is a dthedral group of 
order 8 
4.9. Suppose x, y E ZG n A and [x, y] = 1. Then y E (x, x>. 
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Proof* Assume this is not the case. If T = (x, y}, then z $ T, T IS a 4- 
group. and by 4.7, xy E zG. Suppose w E .z~ n A and w centrahzes U. Let 
w = xf , f E G. Then [Bf, u] _C Bf n A = (w), and so by 4.5, u E Af. The 
same holds for v Thus, UC Af and z F U’ C (Af)’ = (w), I e , w = x. As a 
consequence, C,(U) = 1. Since T acts as a group of inner automorphisms on U, 
we easily see T n U = 1. Without loss we can assume x centralizes u By 4.7, 
su E xc. But xu centralizes U, and so xu = x Since x + U, this is a contradrctron. 
We have proven 4 9. 
We now choose the positive integer s mmimal such that there exist z1 , .., x, E 
.sG n A and W = (zl , ., x, , x}. By 4.8, s >, 2. Also s < 2p, the rank 5f 
A/(x) IVe set Sz = zG n A and r = (,z,z~, x, ,~rx~ * x,x3: z = 1,. , s and 
j = 0, 1) 
4.10. Wehuve[,z,,z,] =z,whenl <Z<J<S 
Proof. Thus follows directly from 4.9 and the minimahty of s. 
411. WehaveBCrandiQj <4p+3. 
Proof. We need only show Sz _C I’ Suppose x E 52-r We can assume x = 
3x2 . x, for some 2 < Y < s. Suppose r is odd. By 4.10, x, centrahzes x, Z, 
and hence, x. Then 4.9 gives us a contradictron. If Y is even, then x,+.r centralizes 
x by 4.10, and again, 4.9 leads us to a contradictron. This proves 4.11 
We can now contradict the assumption xGn A #(%I. Or else,usmg the notation 
of 4 2 through 4.11, we can find g E G such that ,ZB = x1 . Then x E Eg and so 
Eg n IIf3 D, where D IS extra-special of wrdth n - 1. Now D acts by conjuga- 
tion on L!, and by 4.10, Z, # C,(z,). This forces X = CD(xa) to be elementary 
abelian of rank at most n-l. Then 4p>jnZD/ = jD:Xj >,2” =Z!P+Q, 
Since both p and q are greater than 1, we have a contradrctlon. A symmetrical 
argument shows .sG n B = (~1, and so we have proven 
4.12. xG n (A n B) = (z} 
413 WehavexGnE=(z} 
Proof. Assume x = xg E E-(x), for some g E G. Since x $ A R B, the 
argument of 4.4 goes through without modrficatlon and gives us a contradiction, 
proving 4.13. 
Smce G 1s a counterexample to 1.2, we can find g E G such that x = ,@ E M-E, 
and using 4.13, we can assume x satisfies 1.1(b). Then x must centralize one of 
A or B. We can assume x centralizes A. Since x $ Eg, we have A n I@ = 1. 
Then [M n Egg, A] C A n Es = 1. Now 2 3 lmphes z E Eg. a contradiction 
We have thus countered our choice of G, completing the proof of 1 2. 
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5. THE PROOF OF 1.4 
In this section G denotes a group satisfying the hypothesis of 1.4. We assume 
z $0,(G). We can also assume G = UF. We set W = (zG n M). Then 
W _C E and D(W) C (2). By the Z*-Theorem [3], we have 1 W 1 > 2. 
5.1. We have zG n C,(F) = {z}. 
Proof. Suppose, for some g E G, x = xs E C,(F)-(z). Then [F, Fg] C 
F n Fg = 1, so Fg _C E. Since J?’ = {z), this is impossible. 
5.2. Suppose x, y E .zG n M, x # y, and [x, y] = 1. Thelz xy E xc. 
Proof. Let x = z?, g E G Then y E Eg, and by 5.1, xy wy in Fg. 
5 3. We have zG n zZ(G) = {z}. 
Proof. This follows directly from 5.1. 
We set, for the remainder of this section, K = C,(x) and B = O,(K). 
We also note Z(G) 1 Z(U), since Z(U) centralizes F. 
5.4. U/.Z( U) is one of the follozkag groups. 
(a> 3.&(2m), G2(2m),~3(2m), m > 1. 
(b) U,(2”), 4429, Sx(2”), m > 1. 
(C) -k(2) Or -b(9). 
(4 3W’), U,(3)> 0~ Jz . 
Proof. Using 5.2, we see G satisfies the hypothesis of [9, Corollary B]. 
Elimmating some obvious groups, we are left with the list of 5.4. 
5.5. U/Z(U) is not a group in 5.4(b). 
Proof Assume the contrary. Set T = VW) and assume, for the moment, 
I # T. Then C,(z) is elementary, centralizing F. By [S], Out(T) has cychc 
Sylow 2-subgroups, and consequently, .a acts as an inner automorphism on T. 
This forces T G La(2”). As F _C Aut(T), we get a contradiction. Therefore, 
z E T and U = T. Set G = G/Z, where Z = Co(U). IfP _C a, thenF centralizes -- 
m, contradicting 5.1 and 5.3. It follows that 1 F: F n 0 1 = 2. This forces 
ti s U3(29. By 5.3, W centralizes a subgroup of index 2 in F, and so 1 W / = 4. 
Then 8~ U,(4). Let P be a Sylow 5-subgroup of K = C,(z). Since P does 
not centralize F and w(F) = 2, we have F = [F, P] C U, a contradiction. 
This proves 5.5. 
5.6. U/Z(U) zs not a group in 5.4(a). 
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Proof. Set G = G/Co(U/Z(U)) and let T, containing IV, be a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G. Then r n Z(T) = X has order at least 4. Moreover, ?V 1s 
nonabehan, and so we can find r, s E xG n W such that (Y, s> = R is a dihedral 
group of order 8. Let x = .@ E T, g E G, such that KE X-(a). Then by 5.3, 
lR, x] = 1, and so R C Eg. Since z E R’, this is impossible. 
5.7 U/Z(U) * L,(2) orL,(9). 
Proof. This follows, because F is a subgroup of Aut( U). 
5.8 U/Z(U)& 3D4(2). 
Proof. Assume otherwise and set G = G/C,(U). By [S], Out(U) has odd -- 
order and so P C 0 = G. Now K/V z L,(8) and 7 is a central product of 
four quaternion groups. Since F/i<-) z is a chief actor of K, we must have P = r. 
Then V = Z(G) x F and M/F is a central extension of L,(8) by Z(G)F/F. 
We also note F = [F, n/r]. Since the Schur multiplier ofL,(O) has odd order, 
M=Z(G) x &“.By[2],G =2(G) x G’.ButEnG’ =Fandso+nM= 
aG n F = (21, a contradiction. 
5.9. U/Z(U) gg U,(3). 
Proof. Assume this 1s not the case. Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of K. 
Then Q = [F, P] g Qs. We also have x = x” E V-(x>, For some u E $7. If 
Q#FnK, then D=Z(FnK) is cyclic of order 4 and D 4 -M. Let X = 
F” n M. Then [X, D] C X n D = 1, and so by 2.4, X = Z(X)Y with Z(X) s 24. 
Now [CF(x), Xj cF n X = 1. An application of2.4 once more implies x E 
C,(F), a contradrction. Thus, Q = F n K Q M. Letting .D, = Co(x) play 
the role of D in the preceding argument again gives a contradiction a d proves 
5 9. 
We now have U/Z(U) gg Jz , and we will show U satisfies 1.4(b). Let P be 
a Sylow 5-subgroup of K. Then D = [P,F] is extra-specral of order 32, and 
since x E D’, we have U = U’. Set C = C,(D) and assume C f (3). Since 
D = F n K <) n/r, we have C (1 M. Then C,(C) covers K/Z(G) and it follows 
that C centralizes K. Let x = .& E V-(z), g E G. We can argue exactly as in 5.9, 
letting C play the role of D there, to obtain a contradiction. This implies F = 
D C K and G = U. Now V = F x Z(G) and K/V= L,(4). Thus, K/F’ is a 
central extension ofL,(4) by Z(G)F/F. Since Z(G) C G’ = G, this exteniion does 
not splrt. Consequently, 1Z(G)1 < 2. If / Z(G)] = 1, then xG (1 M = zo n 
F = (x>, a contradiction. Therefore, U satisfies 1.4(b), and this completes the 
proof of 1.4 
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6. THE PROOF OF 1.3 
In this section G denotes a group satisfying the hypothesis of 1.3. We assume 
ao n M # {a}, and so, for some g E G, x = zg E M-E and x satrsfies 1.1(b). 
We let t denote an mvolutron in E r‘l EQ and we set C = c,(t). By 2.5, x N xt 
or x - xtz m E Since xt E EQ-(x), we must have x - xtx and this fusion takes 
place m C n E. Also x N xtx m C n EQ. If w(E) = 2, then G has sectional 
2-rank 4 (see [l, 4.61). Inspecting the hst of groups in [5], we concludeF*(G) g 
U,(2) or L,(3) Therefore, we can assume w(E) > 3 Then C n E = (t) x F, 
where F 1s extra-special and w(F) = w(E) - 1 > 2. 
6 1. We have O(C) = 1. 
Proof. Let K = Mn O(C). Th en K centralizes F(t) and EIF(t). Then 
KCC,(E)CE,mdsoK= l.Smcex N xtz N x m C and O(C) = (Co(,,(y): 
y = z, xtx, x), we have 6.1 
We now set C = C/(t). 
6 2. If u E C and Al centralizes p, then f E (t, x>. 
Proof We must have u E: M and u2 centrahzes F(t). Smce C,(F(t)) acts 
as a group of inner automorphisms on E, we obtam 6 2. 
We now see that C satisfies the hypothesis of 1 4. 
6.3. We have x E O,(C). 
Proof. Suppose this is not the case and set U = (zc). Then Usatisfies 1.4(b) 
Since z EF’ and F C U(t), we see U = u’. Since z, x, xtx E U, we see t E U. 
Set K = C,(x) and let P b e a Sylow 5-subgroup of K. We can assume F = 
[C n E, P]. Let f b e an involutron m F-(z) Then NK((f, t>)/ V s L,(3), where 
we have set V = O,(K). Th 1s 1s enough to show f + ft in K, as K/V e L,(5) 
and V = Z( U)F. It follows that F = ( fK) Q K But then K/F 1s a nonsplittmg 
central extension of L,(4) by Z(U)F/F, since Z(U) C U’. Since ] Z( U)[ = 4, 
we have a contradlctron, proving 6 3. 
6.4. We have [ E n EQ 1 = 4. 
Proof. We can assume g E C. If En EQ = (t}, then F n ftg = 1 m C = 
C/<t). Smce %? does not centrahze p, we can apply 2.4. Set X = C,(x) and 
Y = C,g(.z). Th en X, Y X Y = 1. By 2.4, Y is a central product of a cyclic 
group of order 4 and an extra-special group But Y acts farthfully on F and rt 
follows that Y is a subgroup of Da, a contradictron. 
6 5. If e E E-l, then O(C,(e)) = 1 and z E O,(CG(e)). 
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Proof We can assume e is an involution in E-(x) Since E: C,(e) = 2, 
we can assume e centralizes t E EEg. Set K = O(C,(e)) and L = CK(tx). Then 
L, ZL O,(C) = 1. As m the proof of 5.1, this forces L = 1. Smce Cd;(tx) = 1 
for the same reason and since, as in 6.1, C,(z) = 1, we get K = 1. If zF CM(e) = 
x, then the Z-Theorem Implies zE O,(CG(e)), if not, then 6.3 imphes this. 
We can now invoke the main result of [l] to obtain the conclusion of 1.3. 
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